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Abstract. Separation logic (SL) has gained widespread popularity because of
its ability to succinctly express complex invariants of a program’s heap con-
figurations. Several specialized provers have been developed for decidable SL
fragments. However, these provers cannot be easily extended or combined with
solvers for other theories that are important in program verification, e.g., linear
arithmetic. In this paper, we present a reduction of decidable SL fragments to a
decidable first-order theory that fits well into the satisfiability modulo theories
(SMT) framework. We show how to use this reduction to automate satisfiability,
entailment, frame inference, and abduction problems for separation logic using
SMT solvers. Our approach provides a simple method of integrating separation
logic into existing verification tools that provide SMT backends, and an elegant
way of combining SL fragments with other decidable first-order theories. We im-
plemented this approach in a verification tool and applied it to heap-manipulating
programs whose verification involves reasoning in theory combinations.1

1 Introduction

Separation logic (SL) [24] is an extension of Hoare logic for proving the correctness
of heap-manipulating programs. Its great asset lies in its assertion language, which can
succinctly express how data structures are laid out in memory. This language has two
characteristic features: it provides 1) a spatial conjunction operator that decomposes
the heap into disjoint regions, each of which can be reasoned about independently (this
enables an elegant treatment of pointer aliasing); and 2) inductive spatial predicates
that describe the shape of unbounded linked data structures such as lists, trees, etc. SL
assertions give rise to the so-called frame rule, a Hoare-logic proof rule that enables
compositional verification of heap-manipulating programs.

The frame rule makes separation logic attractive for developers of program verifi-
cation tools [6, 8, 19, 20, 35]. However, the logic also poses a challenge to automation:
it is a non-classical logic that requires specialized symbolic execution engines for en-
coding the behavior of programs, and specialized theorem provers for discharging the
generated proof obligations. Existing SL-based tools therefore implement their own
tailor-made theorem provers. This brings its own challenges.

First, extending existing verification tools that rely on specifications written in clas-
sical first-order logic with SL support is a significant effort. The tailor-made SL provers
cannot be easily integrated with the theorem provers used by such tools. Second, the

1 An extended version of this paper is available as a technical report [28].
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analysis of real-world programs involves more than just reasoning about heap struc-
tures. For instance, the combination of linked data structures and pointer arithmetic is
pervasive in low-level system code [14, 19]. Other examples include the dynamic rein-
terpretation of memory (e.g., treating a memory region both as a linked structure and
as an array of bit-vectors) and dependencies on data stored in linked structures (e.g.,
sortedness constraints). To deal with such programs, existing SL tools make simplify-
ing and (deliberately) unsound assumptions about the underlying memory model, rely
on interactive help from the user, or implement incomplete extensions to allow some
limited support for reasoning about other theories.

The integration of a separation logic prover into an SMT solver can address these
challenges. Modern SMT solvers such as CVC4 [3] and Z3 [16] already implement de-
cision procedures for many theories that are relevant in program verification, e.g., linear
arithmetic, arrays, and bit-vectors. They also implement generic mechanisms for com-
bining these theories, treating the theory solvers as independent components. These
mechanisms provide guarantees about completeness and decidability. A reduction of
separation logic to first-order logic enables such complete combinations with other the-
ories. Finally, SMT solvers are already an integral part in the tool chain of many existing
verification tools. These tools could directly benefit from an integrated SL prover.

So far, a seamless integration of a separation logic prover and an SMT solver has not
yet been realized. This paper represents a step towards achieving this goal.

We propose a technique for SMT-based reasoning about separation logic assertions.
Our technique relies on a translation of SL formulas into a decidable fragment of
first-order logic, which we refer to as the logic of graph reachability and stratified
sets (GRASS). Formulas in this logic express properties of the structure of graphs, such
as whether nodes in the graph are inter-reachable, as well as properties of sets of nodes.
These sets are used to give a natural encoding of the semantics of spatial conjunction,
while graph reachability enables reasoning about inductive spatial predicates without
relying on induction, which is not well supported by first-order theorem provers.

We show how to use the translation to check satisfiability and entailment of SL for-
mulas. The latter enables automated verification of programs with SL specifications.
In particular, it can leverage existing infrastructure for verification condition genera-
tion provided by tools such as Boogie [2]. Using a characterization of partial models
of GRASS formulas, we further demonstrate how our technique can solve frame in-
ference and abduction problems, which are key to efficient inter-procedural analysis of
heap-manipulating programs [11]. Finally, we prove that our translation enables theory
combination of separation logic within the Nelson-Oppen combination framework [23].

To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach we have implemented the decision
procedure for GRASS using an SMT solver. Based on this implementation we built a
prototype tool for inter-procedural analysis of heap-manipulating programs. We suc-
cessfully used this tool to automatically verify procedures manipulating list-like data
structures against specifications expressed in separation logic. Our examples include
benchmarks such as sorting algorithms whose verification relies on the combination of
heap and arithmetic reasoning.

Related Work. Several decidable fragments of separation logic have been studied in
the literature. Most prominent is the fragment of linked lists introduced in [5], which
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is now used in extended forms by many SL-based tools. The original paper describes
a decision procedure for satisfiability and entailment for the fragment of linked lists.
More recently, these problems were shown to be decidable in polynomial time [15]
using a graph-based algorithm.

Translations of separation logic into first-order logic have been previously studied
in [12] and [9]. The result in [12] does not consider inductive predicates, which are
needed for expressing properties of recursive data structures such as lists, trees, etc. The
approach in [9] considers inductive predicates but does not target a decidable fragment.
Neither of these approaches considers frame inference, abduction, or theory combi-
nation. In [26], Perez and Rybalchenko showed that significant performance improve-
ments can be obtained by incorporating first-order theorem proving techniques into SL
provers. More recently and concurrently to us, they have also considered the problem
of theory combination [27]. The authors of [10] describe another hybrid approach in
which an SL decision procedure for entailment is extended to enable reasoning about
quantified constraints on data. However, [10] does not address theory combination in
general. Also, neither [26] nor [10] consider frame inference or abduction.

Alternatives to separation logic that enable compositional reasoning about heap-
manipulating programs but rely on classical logic include (implicit) dynamic frames [21]
and region logic [1,30]. The connection between separation logic and implicit dynamic
frames has been studied in [25]. Our reduction of separation logic to first-order logic is
in part inspired by region logic, which also uses sets to partition the memory into dis-
joint regions. A crucial difference from our approach is that region logic has no inbuilt
support for recursive data structures.

We build on previous results on SMT-based decision procedures for theories of
reachability in graphs [22, 32, 33] and decision procedures for theories of stratified
sets [36]. Our logic GRASS combines these two theories and extends them with set
comprehensions that define sets of nodes in terms of properties expressed in the logic.
This extension is essential to enable a succinct encoding of spatial conjunctions.

2 Preliminaries

We present our approach in many-sorted first-order logic with equality, which is the
theoretical foundation of modern SMT solvers. We follow standard notation and con-
ventions for syntax and semantics of first-order logic as defined, e.g., in [29].

Many-Sorted First-Order logic. A signature Σ is a tuple �S,Ω,Π�, where S is a
countable set of sorts, Ω is a countable set of function symbols, and Π is a countable
set of predicate symbols. Each function and predicate symbol has an associated sort,
which is a tuple of sorts in S. A function symbol whose sort is a single sort in S is
called constant. For two signatures Σ1 and Σ2 we write Σ1 �Σ2 for the signature that
is obtained by taking the point-wise union of Σ1 and Σ2. We say that Σ1 and Σ2 are
disjoint if they do not share any function or predicate symbols. We write Σ1 � Σ2

if Σ1 � Σ2 � Σ2. A Σ-term is built as usual from the function symbols in Ω and
variables taken from a set X that is disjoint from S, Ω, and Π . Each variable x � X has
an associated sort in S. We also assume the standard notions of Σ-atom, Σ-literal, and
Σ-formula.
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Interpretations and Structures. In the following, let Σ � �S,Ω,Π� be a signature. A
partial Σ-interpretation A over variables X is a function that maps each sort s � S to a
non-empty set sA and each function symbol f � Ω of sort s1�� � ��sn 	 t to a partial
function fA : sA1 �� � ��sAn 
 tA. Similarly, every predicate p � Π of sort s1�� � ��sn
is interpreted as a relation pA � sA1 � � � � � sAn . Finally, A interprets every variable
x � X of associated sort s � S by some element xA � sA. A partial interpretation A is
called total interpretation or simply interpretation if it interprets all function symbols
by total functions. We denote by A�Σ�,X � the Σ�-interpretation over X � that is obtained
by restricting A to a signature Σ� � Σ and a set of variables X � � X �. We further write
A�Σ for A�Σ,�. A (partial) Σ-structure is a (partial) Σ-interpretation over an empty
set of variables. For a partial Σ-interpretation A and σ � S �Ω �Π � X , we denote
by A�σ 	 v� the interpretation that is like A but interprets σ as v.

Given a Σ-interpretation A, the evaluation tA of a Σ-term t in A is defined induc-
tively over the structure of t, as usual. Similarly, the evaluation of a Σ-formula in A
is obtained from the interpretation of terms in the usual way. In particular, we use the
standard interpretations for equality, propositional connectives, and quantifiers. A quan-
tified variable of sort s ranges over all elements of sA. For a formula F we denote by
FA � �0, 1� its truth value in A. A formula F is satisfied in A, written A �� F , if
FA � 1. In this case, we also call A a model of F . We say that F is satisfiable, if F has
a model. For two Σ-formulas F and G, we say F entails G, written F �� G, if A �� F
implies A �� G for all Σ-interpretations A.

Theories and Theory Combinations. A Σ-theory is a class of Σ-structures. Given
a Σ-theory T , a T -interpretation is a Σ-interpretation A such that A�Σ � T . A Σ-
formula is called T -satisfiable, if it is satisfiable in some T -interpretation. The
quantifier-free satisfiability problem of T is to decide for every quantifier-free
Σ-formula whether it is T -satisfiable or not.

Let Σ be a signature with sorts S and S� � S. A Σ-theory is called stably infinite
with respect to S�, if each T -satisfiable quantifier-free Σ-formula is satisfiable in a
T -interpretation A such that sA has infinite cardinality, for all s � S�.

Let Ti be a Σi-theory, for i � 1, 2, and let Σ � Σ1 � Σ2. The combination of T1
and T2 is the Σ-theory T1 � T2 � �A � A�Σ1 � T1 and A�Σ2 � A2 �. We call T1 � T2
the disjoint combination of T1 and T2 if Σ1 and Σ2 are disjoint.

3 Logic of Graph Reachability and Stratified Sets

In this section we formally introduce the logic of graph reachability and stratified sets
(GRASS), which is the target for our reduction of separation logic. Formulas in the logic
are interpreted in (function) graphs and can express properties of the graph structure as
well as properties of sets of nodes in the graph that are defined in terms of properties of
the graph structure.

Syntax of GRASS. Throughout the rest of this paper we assume that X is a countably
infinite set of variables of sorts node and set. We use the lower-case symbols x, y � X
for variables of sort node and upper-case symbols X,Y � X for variables of sort set.

The syntax of GRASS is defined in Figure 1. A GRASS formula is a proposi-
tional combination of atoms. There are two types of atoms. Atoms of type A are either
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T ::� x � h�T � A ::� T � T � T
h�T
��� T R ::� A � �R � R�R � R	R

S ::� X � 
 � S�S � S � S � S  S � �x.R� x does not occur below h in R

B ::� S � S � T � S F ::� A � B � �F � F � F � F 	 F

Fig. 1. Logic of graph reachability and stratified sets (GRASS)

equalities between terms of type T and reachability predicates of the form t1
h�t3
���	 t2.

The terms of type T represent nodes in the graph. They have associated sort node and
are constructed from variables and application of the function symbol h, which rep-
resents the (functional) edge relation of the graph. Intuitively, a reachability predicate

t1
h�t3
���	 t2 is true if there exists a path in the graph that connects t1 and t2 without go-

ing through t3. Atoms of type B are equalities between terms of type S, which have an
associated sort set, and membership tests. Terms of type S represent stratified sets [36],
i.e., their elements are interpreted – here, as nodes in the graph. S-terms include set
comprehensions of the form �x.R�, where R is a Boolean combination of atoms of
type A. We require that the term h�x� does not occur in R. This side condition is im-
portant to ensure the decidability of the logic.

We use syntactic short-hands for implication, bi-implication, etc. We further write

t1
h
�	 t2 as an abbreviation for t1

h�t2
���	 t2 and we use short-hands for the universal set

U , which stands for �x. x � x�, subset inclusion S1 � S2, which stands for S1 � S2 �
S2, and set enumerations �t1, . . . , tn�, which stand for �x. x � t1�� � ��x � tn� where
x does not occur in t1, . . . , tn. Finally, we write X�Y�Z for X�Y�Z�Y�Z��.

Example 1. Consider the formula F � Y � �x. x
h
�	 y� � Z � �x. x

h
�	 z� � U �

Y�Z . This formula describes all function graphs that consist of two disjoint connected
components, one in which all nodes reach y, and one in which all nodes reach z.

Semantics of GRASS. We define the semantics of GRASS with respect to a specific
theory TGS. The theory TGS is the disjoint combination of a theory of reachability in
function graphs TG and a theory of stratified sets TS.

We first define the theory TG. The structures in TG are over the signature ΣG �
�SG, ΩG, ΠG� with sorts SG � �node�, function symbols ΩG � �h�, and predicate

symbols ΠH � �
h�
�	�. The sort of h is node 	 node and the sort of

h�
�	 is node �

node � node. The structures in TG are defined as follows. For a binary relation r over
a set S (respectively, a unary function from S to S), we denote by r� the reflexive
transitive closure of r. A structure A over signature ΣG is in TG iff the following
conditions are satisfied. First, the interpretation of the edge function h in A is con-
strained as follows: for all u � nodeA, the sets � v � nodeA � �u, v� � �hA�� � and
� v � nodeA � �v, u� � �hA�� � are finite. Second, the interpretation of the reachability
predicate is defined in terms of hA as follows. For all u, v, w � nodeA

u
h�w
��	A v �� �u, v� � � �u1, h

A�u1�� � u1 � nodeA � u1 � w ��

Next, we define the theory of stratified sets TS [36]. The structures in TS are over
the signature ΣS � �SS, ΩS, ΠS� with sorts SS � �node, set�, function symbols
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x, y � X Σ ::� x � y � x � y � x �� y � ls�x, y� � Σ �Σ H ::� Σ � �H � H �H

Fig. 2. SLLB: separation logic of linked lists

ΩS � ��,�,�, ��, and predicate symbols ΠS � ���. The symbol � is a constant
of sort set and the function symbols �, �, and � all have sort set � set 	 set. The
predicate symbol � has sort node� set. A structure A is in TS iff A interprets the sort
set as the set of all subsets of nodeA and the symbols in ΩS and ΠS are interpreted as
expected.

Now define ΣGS � ΣG � ΣS and TGS � TG � TS. We call the structures in TGS
heap structures, referring to their use later on in the paper. Likewise, we call a ΣGS-
interpretation whose reduct is a heap structure a heap interpretation. We denote by
TGS,X the set of all heap interpretations.

We next define the semantics of GRASS formulas. Let A be a heap interpretation.
The evaluation of terms of type T and formulas of type R in A are defined as in first-
order logic. Using these definitions we define the evaluation of a set comprehensions
�x.R� in A as follows: �x.R�A � �u � nodeA � RA�x ��u� � 1 �.

The definition of the evaluation function is then extended by structural induction
to terms of type S and formulas of type F , as expected. The notions of satisfiability
and entailment are defined as for first-order logic, except that we restrict ourselves to
heap interpretations, respectively, heap structures. We denote by A ��GS F that GRASS
formula F is satisfied by heap interpretation A.

The satisfiability problem of GRASS asks whether a given GRASS formula F is sat-
isfiable. This problem is decidable. The decision procedure can be implemented within
an SMT solver using a Nelson-Oppen combination of solvers for TG and TS. We de-
scribe this procedure in the tech report. The following theorem only states its existence.

Theorem 2. The satisfiability problem of GRASS is NP-complete.

4 Separation Logic of Linked Lists

We consider separation logic formulas that are given by propositional combinations
of formulas in separation logic of linked lists [5] (SLL). We refer to our fragment of
separation logic simply as SLLB. The syntax of the formulas in this fragment are given
in Figure 2. That is, a formula is a propositional combination of spatial formulas Σ.
A spatial formula is an equality or disequality of variables (of sort node), a points-to
predicate x 	 y, a list segment predicate ls�x, y�, or a spatial conjunction Σ1 � Σ2

of spatial formulas. We denote by H the set of all these formulas. We use syntactic
sugar for disjunctions. We further write emp for x � x, false for x � x, and true for
��x � x�, where x � X is some fixed variable.

The standard semantics of separation logic formulas is given with respect to a vari-
able assignment (referred to as stack) and a partial function on memory addresses to
values (referred to as the heap). In order to be able to easily relate formulas in SLLB
and GRASS, we define the semantics of SLLB formulas in terms of heap interpretations
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A, X ��SL x � y iff xA � yA and XA � 


A, X ��SL x � y iff xA � yA and XA � 


A, X ��SL x �� y iff hA�xA� � yA and XA � �xA�

A, X ��SL H1 �H2 iff �U1, U2. U1U2 � XA and U1�U2 � 
 and

A�X �� U1�, X ��SL H1 and A�X �� U2�, X ��SL H2

A, X ��SL ls�x, y� iff �n � 0. A, X ��SL lsn�x, y�

A, X ��SL ls0�x, y� iff xA � yA and XA � 


A, X ��SL lsn�1�x, y� iff �u � nodeA. A�z �� u�, X ��SL x �� z � lsn�z, y�

and xA � yA and z � x and z � y

A, X ��SL H1 �H2 iff A, X ��SL H1 and A, X ��SL H2

A, X ��SL �H iff not A, X ��SL H

Fig. 3. Semantics of SLLB in terms of heap interpretations

A. Our semantics is consistent with the standard semantics (except for one minor devia-
tion that we explain below). The interpretation of the edge function hA plays the role of
the heap in the standard semantics and the variable assignment in A plays the role of the
stack. Since a heap structure A interprets h by a total function and the standard inter-
pretation of separation logic is with respect to a heap that is a partial function, we must
explicitly say which subset of nodeA we use to interpret a separation logic formula.
For this purpose, we use a set variable X � X whose interpretation in A determines
this subset. We call XA the footprint of the interpreted formula. The set variable X is
a parameter of the semantics. The satisfaction relation is denoted by judgments of the
form A, X ��SL H , as defined in Figure 3.

If A, X ��SL H holds, we say that H is satisfied by A with respect to X , respectively,
that A is a model of H with respect to X . Entailment between two SLLB formulas H1

and H2 (written H1 ��SL H2) is then defined as expected.
The satisfiability problem for SLLB asks whether a given SLLB formula H is satisfi-

able in some heap interpretation A with respect to some set variable X . It follows from
results in [15], that this problem is NP-complete.

Unlike the standard semantics of separation logic, our semantics is precise [13]. That
is, the footprint of a spatial formula is uniquely defined in each model. In particular,
(dis)equalities constrain the heap to be empty. For example, the formula x � y�ls�x, y�
is unsatisfiable because x � y implies both that the heap is empty and that ls�x, y� is
a non-empty list segment. On the other hand, the formula x � y � ls�x, y� is satisfi-
able and describes all heaps containing non-empty list segments from x to y, which
is the meaning of x � y � ls�x, y� in the standard semantics. The deviation from the
standard semantics is therefore of little practical consequence and is in fact adopted
by some separation logic tools. Our approach also works for the standard semantics of
(dis)equalities, but the correctness proofs are more involved. We can further adapt our
approach to handle other imprecise formulas such as formulas with disjunctions and
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strY �x � y� � �x � y, Y � 
� strY �x �� y� � �h�x� � y, Y � �x��

strY �x � y� � �x � y, Y � 
� strY �ls�x, y�� � �x
h
�� y, Y � Btwn�x, y��

strY �Σ1 �Σ2� � let Y1, Y2 � X fresh and �F1, G1� � trY1�Σ1� and �F2, G2� � trY2�Σ2�

in �F1 � F2 � Y1�Y2�
, Y �Y1Y2 �G1 �G2�

trX�Σ� � let Y � X fresh and �F,G� � strY �Σ� in �F �X�Y, G�

trX��H� � let �F,G� � trX�H� in ��F, G�

trX�H1�H2� � let �F1, G1� � trX�H1� and �F2, G2� � trX�H2�

in �F1 � F2, G1 �G2�

TrX�H� � let �F,G� � trX�H� in F �G

Fig. 4. Translation of SLLB to GRASS

conjunctions below spatial conjunction. The only problematic generalization that can-
not be easily handled is to admit negation below spatial conjunction. To our knowledge,
no (automated) SL tool supports such formulas because of the increased complexity.

5 Reduction of SLLB to GRASS

In the following, we present our reduction approach for automated reasoning about
SLLB formulas. We show that every SLLB formula can be reduced in linear time to
an equisatisfiable GRASS formula. By using our decision procedure for GRASS, this
reduction yields an SMT-based decision procedure for the satisfiability and entailment
problem of SLLB. Furthermore, it enables theory combination of SLLB with signature
disjoint theories within the Nelson-Oppen combination framework.

Translating SLLB to GRASS. We start with the translation function Tr that maps
SLLB formulas to GRASS formulas. It is shown in Figure 4. The function is param-
eterized by a set variable X , which holds the footprint of the translated formula. The
translation is defined using two auxiliary functions str and tr .

The function str maps a set variable Y and a spatial formula Σ to a pair of GRASS
formulas �F,G�. The formula F captures the structure of Σ, while the formula G de-
fines auxiliary set variables that are used to link Y to the footprint of Σ. The function
str is defined recursively on the structure of Σ. Note that it closely follows the seman-
tics of spatial formulas. In particular, to define the footprint Y of a spatial conjunction
Σ1 �Σ2, the function str introduces two fresh set variables to capture the footprints of
Σ1 and Σ2, respectively, and then defines Y as the disjoint union of these two sets. Also,
note that we do not need induction to translate list segments. Instead, the structure and
footprint of a list segment are translated directly using reachability predicates. Here, we

write Btwn�x, y� as a short-hand for the set comprehension �z.x
h�y
��	 z � z � y�.

The function tr translates Boolean combinations of spatial conjunctions. At the leaf
level, tr introduces fresh set variables Y to translate the meaning of spatial formulas Σ
and asserts X � Y in the structural constraint. The constraints G defining the auxiliary
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set variables are propagated to the top level where the function Tr conjoins them with
the structural constraint F of the entire formula. The following lemma implies that the
translation yields an equisatisfiable formula.

Lemma 3. Let H be an SLLB formula, X � X , and A a heap interpretation. Then
A satisfies H with respect to X iff there exist subsets U1, . . . , Un of nodeA such that
A�Y1 	 U1, . . . , Yn 	 Un� ��GS TrX�H�, where Y1, . . . , Yn are the fresh set vari-
ables introduced in the translation TrX�H�.

Note that the auxiliary set variables Yi that are introduced for the translation of spatial
conjunctions are implicitly existentially quantified. Hence, when a spatial conjunction
appears below an odd number of negations, these existential quantifiers should become
universal quantifiers. One might therefore wonder why the propagation of constraints
G to the top level of the formula is still correct, since all set variables remain existen-
tially quantified. It is here where the precise semantics of spatial formulas helps. Each
constraint G is a conjunction of equalities defining the sets Yi as finite unions of set
comprehensions. Therefore, these constraints are satisfiable in any given heap interpre-
tation. In fact, for each constraint G and heap interpretation A, there exists exactly one
assignment of the Yi to Ui � nodeA that makes G true in A. Hence, the formulas
 Y1, . . . , Yn. F �G and !Y1, . . . , Yn. G � F are equivalent.

For two SLLB formulas H1 and H2, we have that H1 entails H2 iff H1 � �H2 is
unsatisfiable. It follows from Lemma 3 that our translation yields a decision procedure
for satisfiability and entailment of SLLB formulas.

Theorem 4. The satisfiability and entailment problems of SLLB are reducible in linear
time to the satisfiability problem of GRASS.

Example 5. Consider the two separation logic formulas H1 � x � z �x 	 y � ls�y, z�,
and H2 � ls�x, z�. Both formulas describe heaps consisting of an acyclic list segment
from x to z. In the case of H1, the segment is non-empty, while H2 also allows the
empty segment, i.e., H1 ��SL H2. Let X � X be a set variable. Then TrX�H1� is

x � z � h�x� � y � y
h
�	 z � Y2�Y3 � �� Y4�Y5 � ��X � Y1 �

Y1�Y2�Y3 � Y2��� Y3�Y4�Y5 � Y4��x� � Y5�Btwn�y, z�

which can be simplified to x � z � h�x�
h
�	 z � X � �x��Btwn�h�x�, z�. We

further have TrX��H2� � ��x
h
�	 z � X � Y6� � Y6 � Btwn�x, z�. To see why

TrX�H1� � TrX��H2� is unsatisfiable, note that h�x� h
�	 z implies x

h
�	 z and

Btwn�x, z� � �x��Btwn�h�x�, z�.

Combining SLLB with Other Theories. We next show that the theory TGS behaves
well with respect to theory combination. For instance, we can combine it with a theory
of integer arithmetic for interpreting memory addresses. We can then use this theory
to reason about SL fragments in which we allow address arithmetic. Similar combi-
nations enable reasoning about fragments that can express properties about data. To
implement these theory combinations, we can leverage the Nelson-Oppen combination
framework [23] provided in SMT solvers.
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Formally, let Σnode be a signature that is disjoint from ΣGS and that contains at
least the sort node. Let further Tnode be a decidable Σnode-theory that is stably infinite
with respect to sort node. For example, Tnode may be the theory of linear arithmetic,
interpreting the sort node as integers. Define Σ � Σnode �ΣGS and T � Tnode � TGS.

We show that our reduction of SLLB to GRASS allows us to decide satisfiabil-
ity of conjunctions H � G of SLLB formulas H with quantifier-free Σnode-formulas
G. Such conjunctions are interpreted in Σ-interpretations, as expected. Given such
a conjunction H � G, the decision procedure checks T -satisfiability of the formula
reduce�TrX�H���G, where X � X does not appear in G. This check is implemented
using a Nelson-Oppen combination of the decision procedure for TGS and the decision
procedure for Tnode. To show the completeness of this combination procedure, let TSL
be the ΣGS-theory defined as follows:

TSL � �A�ΣGS
�  H � H,A � TGS,X , X � X . A, X ��SL H �

We call TSL the theory of SLLB. Completeness then follows from the following theorem.

Theorem 6. The theory TSL is stably infinite with respect to sort node.

Theorem 6 follows from the fact that the theory of the fragment of GRASS that is
defined by the translation function Tr is stably infinite with respect to sort node. Inci-
dentally, this is not true for the full theory of GRASS. For example, the GRASS formula
�x. x � y� � U has only models where the interpretation of sort node has cardinality
1. Theory combination for the full theory of GRASS is still possible using a more com-
plex combination procedure that requires GRASS to be extended with linear cardinality
constraints [34].

6 Extensions

In this section, we describe several extensions of GRASS to support symbolic execution
of programs on GRASS formulas and more expressive separation logic fragments.

Arrays. One advantage of our approach is that it enables the use of separation logic in
existing verification tools that already provide backends to SMT solvers, without requir-
ing specialized symbolic execution engines for separation logic. However, we then need
a form of symbolic execution for GRASS formulas that is supported by existing tools. In
particular, the logic must be able to express the effect of heap updates concisely. We can
do this by extending GRASS with a theory of arrays to represent mutable data structure
fields. That is, we model fields as arrays whose indices and elements are of sort node.
For this purpose, we extend the signature ΣGS with an additional sort field, and addi-
tional function symbols sel : field�node 	 node and upd : field�node�node 	 node
to model field reads and writes. Also, the reachability predicate will now be of the form

"
	�	
��	 " : field � node � node � node, taking a field as additional parameter. It fol-

lows from results in [32] that the quantifier-free satisfiability problem for this extension
remains decidable in NP. In the tech report [28], we show how to use this extension to
decide validity of verification conditions with SL assertions.
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Beyond Singly-Linked Lists. To support SL fragments with inductive predicates for
more diverse data structures, we consider several non-disjoint extensions of GRASS and
then extend the translation function for the additional inductive predicates appropriately.
For example, suppose we consider heap structures for list nodes consisting of two fields:
a pointer n to the next node in the list and a data field d storing an integer value. Now
suppose we want to extend the SLLB with an inductive predicate sls�x, y� representing
a heap region consisting of a list segment from x to y, whose data values are sorted.
Automated reasoning about formulas with such a predicate is more difficult to achieve
using conventional SL provers because the predicate relates the memory layout with
constraints on the stored data. We can easily support such a predicate in our approach
by relying on the capabilities of the underlying SMT solver. To extend our translation
from Section 5 to the sorted list predicate it suffices to define:

strY �sls�x, y�� � �x
n
�	 y � !z, w � Y. z

n
�	 w � d�z�#d�w�, Y �Btwn�x, y��

Under mild assumptions, it follows from results in [22] that the quantified constraint
expressing the sortedness property is a local theory extension [31] and remains in a
decidable fragment. This allows us to reduce reasoning about sorted lists to reasoning
in a disjoint combination of TGS with the theory of free function symbols (for the data
field) and the theory of linear arithmetic. Similar reductions can be given for predicates
encoding data structures with more complex linking patterns, such as doubly-linked
lists, lists with head pointers, nested lists, etc. For example, the translation for the usual
doubly-linked list predicate dlls�x, a, y, b� over forward pointer field n and backward
pointer field p (see, e.g. [4]) is as follows:

strY �dlls�x, a, y, b�� � �x
n
�	 y � �x�y � a�b� p�x��a� n�b��y � b � Y � �

!z � Y. n�z� � Y � p�n�z���z, Y �Btwn�x, y� �

The quantified constraint in the translation again constitutes a local theory extension that
remains decidable and can be handled efficiently. One can also provide translations for
inductive predicates describing tree data structures by using an appropriate first-order
theory for reachability in trees, such as the one presented in [33].

7 Frame Inference and Abduction

Many operations in SL-based program analyses, including the application of the frame
rule, involve more general forms of entailment tests referred to as frame inference [7,18]
and abduction [11]. The frame inference problem is to compute for a pair of SLLB
formulas �H,G�, a formula F such that H ��SL G � F holds, if such F exists. We call
F the frame and we denote such frame inference problems by H ��SL G�F?. Likewise,
the abduction problem is to find an anti-frame F for �H,G� such that H � F ��SL G.
We denote abduction problems by H �F? ��SL G. In the following, we explain how to
solve frame inference and abduction problems using our decision procedure for GRASS
in combination with a model-generating SMT solver.

Inverse Translation. Our technique for frame inference and abduction uses a char-
acterization of a GRASS formula F in terms of a finite set of partial interpretations
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PModX�F � that we obtain from the models of F , where X is some set variable occur-
ring in F . We use this set of partial models to define an inverse translation function that
maps F to an SLLB formula Tr
1

X �F �. The purpose of the set variable X is to carve out
a specific partial substructures of each model of F that is then captured by Tr
1

X �F �.
We start by defining PModX�F �. Let F be a GRASS formula and let X � X be a set

variable. Let further N � X be the set of all free variables of sort node in F and define
V � N � �X�. For A � TGS,X , define NA � �xA � x � N �. Further, define AF,X

as the partial ΣGS-interpretation for variables V that is obtained from A by defining
nodeAF,X � NA and restricting the interpretation of all symbols ΩGS �ΠGS �V in A
to NA. We then define PModX�F � � �AF,X � A ��GS F �.

To simplify the presentation, we restrict ourselves to a specific class of GRASS for-
mulas: we say that F is X-closed, if for all B � PModX�F � and u � XB, hB�u� is
defined or there exists some v � nodeB such that v � u and u 	B v. In the following,
we assume that F is X-closed. The inverse translation can be generalized to arbitrary
GRASS formulas. However, this requires the introduction of additional Skolem con-
stants (respectively, explicit existential quantifiers in SLLB).

Let B � PMod�F �. Define a partial function succB : nodeB 
 nodeB as follows.
For all u � nodeB, let succB�u� � v, where v � nodeB is the unique node such that

v � u and for all w � nodeB, if w � u and u 	B w, then u
h�w
��	B v, if such a node

v exists. Otherwise, succB�u� is undefined. For every u � nodeB, let xu � N such that
xB
u � u. Now define a spatial conjunction tr
1

X �B� of SLLB atoms as follows. First, for
all distinct x, y � N , if xB � yB, then tr
1

X �B� contains the spatial conjunct x � y,
otherwise it contains x � y. Second, for every u � XB, tr
1

X �B� contains a spatial
conjunctΣu defined as follows: if hB�u� � v for some v � NA, thenΣu � �xu 	 xv�;
otherwise, Σu � ls�xu, xv� where v is such that succB�u� � v.

Note that the set PMod�F � is finite up to isomorphism. If it is empty, we define
Tr
1

X �F � � false. Otherwise, let B1, . . . ,Bn be representatives of all isomorphism
classes of PMod�F �. Then define Tr
1

X �F � � tr
1
X �B1� � . . .� tr
1

X �Bn�.
The following lemma states the correctness of this inverse translation function.

Lemma 7. Let X � X andF be anX-closed GRASS formula. Then for allA � TGS,X :

1. if A ��GS F , then A, X ��SL Tr
1
X �F �, and

2. if A, X ��SL Tr
1
X �F �, then AF,X � PModX�F �.

Note that we can compute PModX�F � by solving the All-SAT problem for F using a
model-generating SMT solver that implements the decision procedure for TGS. From
each model A of F that is generated by the solver, we compute the partial model AF,X .
This partial model then serves as a blocking clause for the solver to eliminate all models
of F from the search space that are mapped to the isomorphism class of AF,X . If we
apply this technique without further optimizations, then the computed set PModX�F �
(and hence the formula Tr
1

X �F �) will be (worst-case) exponential in the size of F .
This is because each partial model fixes an arrangement of equalities between the vari-
ables in N . The enumeration process can be improved by generalizing each computed
partial model before it is further processed, e.g., by dropping inequalities that are not
implied by F . Only the generalized partial models are then used as blocking clauses,
respectively, in the inverse translation function.
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B1 : x y,z , Z � 
 B2 : x , Z � �y�y z

Fig. 5. The set PModZ�F � for formula F in Example 8

Example 8. Consider the GRASS formula

F � x � z � x
h
�	 z � h�x��y �X�Btwn�x, z� � Y ��x� � Z�X�Y

The set X contains all nodes on the path from x to z, excluding z. The path exists

because of x
h
�	 z. Hence Z contains all nodes in X except for x itself. The set

PModZ�F � consists of two isomorphism classes of partial models represented by B1

and B2 depicted in Figure 5. The solid edges denote the interpretation of h, the dashed
edges denote the partial function succBi for the nodes on which h is undefined. The
partial models show that F is Z-closed. We then have tr
1

Z �B1� � x�z �x�y � y�z
and tr
1

Z �B2� � x � z � x � y � y � z � ls�y, z�. From this we obtain Tr
1
Z �F � �

tr
1
Z �B1� � tr
1

Z �B2� � x�z � x�y � ls�y, z�.

Solving Frame Inference and Abduction Problems. We now show how we use the
inverse translation function to solve frame inference problems. This technique can then
be easily adapted for abduction.

A formula H � H is called positive if it does not contain negations. For a positive
formula H , we always have that TrX�H� is X-closed. To ensure that we can use the
inverse translation function from the previous section, we therefore restrict ourselves to
frame inference problems in the positive fragment of SLLB.

Let H and G be two positive SLLB formulas and suppose that H ��SL G � F? has a
solution. To compute a solution, define the GRASS formula

FrameZ�H,G� � TrX�H� � TrY �G� � Z�X�Y

where X,Y, Z � X are distinct set variables. Note that, the set variable Z describes the
footprint of the frame. Moreover, the formula FrameZ�H,G� is Z-closed. Hence, the
SLLB formula Tr
1

Z �FrameZ�H,G�� is a valid frame for �H,G�.
It remains to check whether H ��SL G � F? has a solution. For this purpose, define

the GRASS formula

NoFrame�H,G� � TrX�H� � Trf X��G�

where X � X and Trf is like Tr , except that the constraints X � Y in the case for
trX �Σ� are replaced by Y � X . ThenH ��SL G�F? has a solution iffNoFrame�H,G�
is unsatisfiable.

In order to adapt this technique for solving abduction problems H � F? ��SL G, it
suffices to replace Z � X�Y in FrameZ�H,G� by Z � Y �X , and the constraints
Y � X in NoFrame�H,G� by X � Y .
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8 Implementation and Experiments

We have implemented our decision procedure for GRASS together with the translation
of SLLB in a prototype prover. We have further developed a verification tool called
GRASShopper that builds on top of this prover2. Currently we use Z3 [16] as the un-
derlying SMT solver because our implementation relies on Z3’s model-based quantifier
instantiation mechanism (MBQI).

To decide satisfiability of a GRASS formula F , we generate an equisatisfiable ΣGS-
formula G, which we then check for TGS-satisfiability. We have not yet implemented a
dedicated solver for the theory of graph reachability TG. Instead, we use the finite first-
order axiomatizations of this theory that are described in [22, 32]. To decide satisfiabil-
ity of G, we conjoin the theory axioms with G and then partially instantiate quantified
variables in the resulting formula with ground terms occurring in G. We only instantiate
variables that occur below function symbols in the axioms of TG. This keeps the size of
the formulas that are given to the SMT solver reasonably small. The partial instantiation
is guaranteed to be complete because TG is a local theory [31]. Details about this result
can also be found in [32]. The partially instantiated axioms are in the EPR fragment of
first-order logic (aka the Bernays-Schönfinkel-Ramsey class). The EPR fragment can
be decided quite efficiently using Z3’s MBQI mechanism. Stratified sets can be en-
coded directly in Z3 using combinatory array logic [17]. However, according to the Z3
developers, the array theory does currently not behave well with MBQI. We therefore
also partially instantiate the axioms of stratified sets to remain in the EPR fragment.

Our tool GRASShopper uses the prover to verify list-manipulating programs writ-
ten in a simple imperative language. The programs are expected to be annotated with
procedure contracts and loop invariants expressed in separation logic. Each procedure is
verified in isolation. To handle loops and procedure calls efficiently, the tool implements
a frame rule that avoids explicit inference of frames. Instead, we encode frames implic-
itly in the formula that is given to the SMT solver. More details about this implemen-
tation can be found in the technical report. Currently, GRASShopper supports singly,
doubly-linked, and sorted list predicates. We are planing to add support for user-defined
predicates in the future. Since our prover yields a decision procedure for checking the
generated verification conditions, we use the SMT solver to produce counterexamples
for faulty programs, which our tool can then visualize.

We have applied our prototype to verify partial correctness specifications (includ-
ing absence of run-time errors) of typical list-manipulating programs, including sorting
algorithms. The considered programs contain loops and (recursive) procedure calls.
Some of the programs consist of multiple procedures. Table 1 shows the results of the
experiments. For example, the program “pairwise sum” takes two sorted lists as input
and creates a new list whose entries are the pairwise sums of the entries in the input
lists. We then show that the resulting list is again sorted. For the sorting algorithms,
we proved that the output list is sorted but we did not check that it is a permutation of
the input list. To verify the programs manipulating doubly-linked and sorted lists we
used a Nelson-Oppen combination of TGS with the theory of equality and uninterpreted
function symbols, and the theory of linear arithmetic.

2 The tool is available at http://cs.nyu.edu/wies/software/grasshopper.

http://cs.nyu.edu/wies/software/grasshopper
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Table 1. Experimental results for the verification of list-manipulating programs. The columns
marked “sl” refer to singly-linked list versions of the benchmarks, the “dl” columns to doubly-
linked lists, and the “rec sl” columns to recursive implementations with singly-linked lists. Fi-
nally, the columns “sls” refer to sorted singly-linked lists. The columns “#” give the number of
queries to the SMT solver and the “t” columns refer to the total running time in seconds.

program sl dl rec sl sls program sl dl rec sl sls
# t # t # t # t # t # t # t # t

concat 4 0.1 5 1.3 6 0.6 5 0.2 insert 6 0.2 5 1.5 5 0.2 6 0.4
copy 4 0.2 4 3.9 6 0.8 7 3.5 reverse 4 0.1 4 0.5 6 0.2 4 0.2
filter 7 0.6 5 1.1 8 0.4 5 1.1 remove 8 0.2 8 0.8 7 0.2 7 0.5
free 5 0.1 5 0.3 4 0.1 5 0.1 traverse 4 0.1 5 0.3 3 0.1 4 0.2
insertion sort 10 0.7 double all 7 2.2
merge sort 25 24 pairwise sum 10 20

9 Conclusions

We presented a reduction of decidable separation logic fragments to a decidable first-
order logic fragment called GRASS. Our reduction enables the seamless integration of
an SL prover into an SMT solver, which has promising applications in program verifi-
cation. We demonstrated the feasibility of our approach using a prototype implemen-
tation. Future directions include the development of dedicated theory solvers for graph
reachability and stratified sets, which underlie the decision procedure for GRASS.
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